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Abstract: Modularity is a powerful concept applied in various industrial sectors. It assists designers and engineers 
in the development of products that have potential to comply with different markets. In this sense, this paper aims 
to analyze the literature on modularity focused on design modularity within the automotive industry. This sector has 
been increasingly applying the concept of modularity. It is a theoretical study that considered articles published in 
the past five years (since 2007) with regard to the issue “design modularity in the automotive industry”. Publications 
were retrieved from peer-reviewed journals at major databases. The search identified 123 articles, from which 45 were 
suitable for content analysis. Results show that most recent publications cited as major benefits the customization, 
increased flexibility and product variety, and cost and time vehicle development reduction. The main difficulties are 
related to increased suppliers dependence (by vehicle assemblers) as well as innovation constraints by suppliers. 
Other aspects of the publications associated to the research approaches employed in the publications are also 
presented. Conclusively, benefits of modularity in design have been more exposed in the literature compared to the 
difficulties in the context of the automotive sector. It is observed that Original Equipment Manufacturers have more 
benefits than suppliers do, as the latter have more difficulties to adapt their organizational and productive processes 
towards design modularity. Finally, it is expected that the present work contributes to a broad theoretical framework 
concerning the benefits and difficulties of design modularity in the auto industry.
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1. Introduction
Differentiated and innovative products have been 

increasingly desired and demanded by customers, who have 
become more discerning in their purchasing decisions. In 
areas where competitiveness is more intense, a creation 
of a differentiated product provides possibilities to the 
companies to be in the market.

One of the strategies that helps to improve products 
and processes is modularity, which aims to (BALDWIN; 
CLARK, 2004; CARNEVALLI; VARANDAS JÚNIOR; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2011): facilitate the management 
of complex products and processes through the division 
into simpler modules; enable parallel production activities, 
since modules can be manufactured simultaneously and; 
adapt production to future uncertainties, because the 
final product might be modified by adjustment of a single 
module or component, requiring a lower cost than redo 
the whole product (CORRÊA; KUBOTA; CAUCHICK 
MIGUEL, 2012). The concept of modularity is present 
in a variety of industries such as electronic, computing 
as well as the automotive sector. Those industrial sectors 

apply the modular strategy in their products and processes 
(ARNHEITER; HARREN, 2006; SALERNO et al., 2009). 
Moreover, it is clear that with the automotive sector growth 
and a consequent increase in vehicles’ production and 
consumption in Brazil and worldwide, there has been a high 
increase in competition among automobile organisations.

In this context, series of decisions need to be taken 
into consideration to apply modularity in vehicle design, 
which demonstrate the complexity of this strategy (ASAN; 
POLAT; SERDAR, 2004). Like other strategies and 
methods, decisions about the design modularity degree 
and the choice of production processes significantly affect 
project development costs of cars. In this sense, this study 
conducts a review and a preliminary organization of the 
literature regarding the benefits and difficulties of design 
modularity in the automotive industry. One of its purposes 
is to offer a broad overview of this strategy for vehicle 
development. This work is part of a major research project 
on modularity, which previous results were published 
earlier (CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2004, 2005; CAUCHICK 
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MIGUEL; CABRAL NETTO; MARIOKA, 2009; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL; HSUAN, 2010; CARNEVALLI; 
VARANDAS JÚNIOR; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2011; 
RODRIGUES; CARNEVALLI; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2009, 2012; CORRÊA; KUBOTA; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2012).

To fulfill this objective the paper is structured as follows. 
After this introduction, section 2 presents a theoretical 
framework about modularity concepts with the emphasis on 
design modularity. Section 3 describes the research methods 
followed by the presentation and discussion of the results 
in section 4. Finally, section 5 draws the conclusions and 
suggests issues for future research.

2. Modularity concepts
During the 1960s, modularity emerged in the 

computer industry, generating competitive advantage 
and demonstrating significant importance in the product 
development process (ARNHEITER; HARREN, 2006). 
The modular strategy consists in decomposing complex 
products in subsystems that are complete functional units, 
which can be designed and manufactured independently 
(which enables the construction of different products 
through subsystems combination), but with an integrated 
operation (BALDWIN; CLARK, 1997; PERSSON, 2006).

Morris and Donnelly (2006) distinguish two types of 
modularity: design – or product - and production. The 
authors firstly define modularity in design, which is focused 
on the boundaries among subsystems integrated components 
within design features and tasks. In addition, Graziadio 
(2004) states that modularity in design aims at reducing 
lead-time by doing different activities simultaneously. She 
adds that the adoption of this kind of modularity provides 
modules designed by specialized suppliers in a given 
category, which contributes to technological improvements.

Modular production enhances the final assembly of the 
product, allowing the occurrence of variability without 
increasing costs (SILVA; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2006). 
Stäblein, Holweg and Miemczyk (2011) complement this 
argument by saying that sharing modules and combine them 
in different versions expand product variety. The modularity 
in design is detailed next since is the focus of this paper.

2.1. Design modularity
Design modularity may be the most important factor to 

determine the product architecture configuration (ULRICH; 
EPPINGER, 2000). Mikkola and Gassmann (2003) 
corroborate this argument by citing that products with a 
high level of modularity allow high product variants by 
mixing and matching the product modules, while products 
with low modularity allow optimization of components for 
a particular product. Modularity helps in the development 
of products that have the possibility of meeting different 

markets (CARDOSO; KISTMANN, 2008). It is a concept 
used since the beginning of the century, however its use in 
design is a current trend not only in technology, but also 
in the industry in general (SILVA; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2006). Moreover, product modularity has been targeted as 
a way to accelerate new product development and reduce 
costs in this process (JACOBS et al., 2011).

Concerning product/design modularity, Morris, 
Donnelly and Donnelly (2004) state that it is focused on the 
boundaries among integrated components subsystems within 
design features and tasks, which should be interdependent 
modules (CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2004). Graziadio (2004) 
and Cauchick Miguel, Cabral Netto and Marioka (2009) add 
that such modularity aims to reduce manufacturing time by 
performing different activities simultaneously and providing 
modules with the help of specialized suppliers, which 
theoretically contributes to technological improvements. 
Figure 1 illustrates one example of design modularity 
application, comparing modular architecture with an integral 
architecture of a vehicle.

3. Research methods
This study developed a preliminary literature analysis 

about the benefits and difficulties of adopting modularity in 
design within the context of the automotive industry. It is a 
theoretical-conceptual study as established in the literature 
(FILIPPINI, 1997; BERTO; NAKANO, 2000). To reach 
the study’s objective, publications of interest were retrieved 
through a search in the following databases: Scopus, ISI Web 
of Knowledge, Emerald, SciELO, Science Direct. Some 
articles published in the International Journal of Automotive 
Technology and Management, which has restricted access 
and they are not available at CAPES journals portal 
(Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível 
Superior - a Brazilian government agency for research 
support). It is important to mention that some articles had no 
free access and, therefore, they were not considered in the 
paper portfolio. This is one of the study limitations. To assist 
in recording and organizing the articles, the EndNote® X5 
software was used. The following key expressions were used 

Figure 1. Inferior structure of a general vehicle – integral: left 
hand side and modular: right hand side (PARALIKAS et al., 
2011).
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to search the databases: “modularity”, “modularisation” 
(and its variation, e.g. “modularization”), “modular”, 
“modular design”, “modular product” in combination with 
the terms “automotive industry” and “auto industry”.

The period between 2007 and 2012 was considered, 
since one of the objectives is a literature update on the 
subject verifying recent trends and characteristics of the 
related practices of design modularity, focused in the 
automotive industry. To organize the article portfolio, 
papers were classified in two groups: “conceptual research” 
and “empirical research”. Conceptual studies were 
sub classified into “theoretical-conceptual”, “literature 
review”, “simulation” or “theoretical modeling”. Empirical 
investigations were stated as “survey”, “case studies” - single 
or multiple according to Yin (2005), “action research” or 
“experiment”.

The nature of the data was also analyzed (“qualitative” 
or “quantitative”). The modularity typology focused 
was modularity in design/product. Production/process 
modularity and modularity in use will be investigated and 
analyzed in the future. Finally, data were also recorded in 
a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet in order to build graphs 
and tables. Essentially, all paper contents (methods, 
theory or empirical results, and conclusions) of the papers 
were analyzed. The more related benefits and difficulties 
adopting design modularity in the automotive industry 
were identified, from both perspectives (automakers and 
suppliers). Finally, an analysis of the all features found in 
the papers was conducted and presented next.

4. Results and discussion
One hundred and twenty three articles were retrieved, 

from which 45 were considered after a content analysis. 
For example, articles addressing modularity in software, 
electrical equipment or in an organizational perspective were 
discarded because they are out of the research scope. The 
article portfolio encompassed papers that developed design 
modularity in functional or physical perspective (in this 
specific case, in automotive vehicles). Figure 2 illustrates 
the number of papers published by year. As can be seen the 
highest amount of publications (27%) occurred in 2011.

Most articles employed have qualitative approach (93%) 
and are empirical (76%), i.e. have empirical applications 
in order to investigate how design modularity principles 
are used. Empirical studies are distributed as shown in 
Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, most articles adopted 
it is highlighted case-based research as the methodological 
approach. The reasons for that were not identified.

A small portion of the article portfolio considered is 
theoretical papers (24%). Within this group, there are more 
theoretical modeling studies (see Figure 4). Modularity 
was a new subject in the early 2000’s, as reported by 
Salerno et al. (2009). After that, conceptual works were 

more prominent as reported by Carnevalli, Varandas Júnior 
and Cauchick Miguel (2011) and Carnevalli and Cauchick 
Miguel (2009).

The 45 papers were published in 26 different journals, 
showing a wide range of periodicals publishing in this 
subject. The most prominent journals were: International 

Figure 2. Publications per year of design modularity in the 
automotive industry.

Figure 3. Empirical articles distribution according to their 
research methods.

Figure 4. Conceptual articles distribution according to their 
research method.
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Journal of Operations & Production Management (4 
papers), Produção (3 papers) and IEEE Transactions on 
Engineering Management (3 papers).

It was noted that the majority of Western publications 
focuses on production modularity instead of design 
modularity and the reverse occurs in the East, corroborating 
Carnevalli, Varandas Júnior and Cauchick Miguel (2011). 
After analyzing all papers, most cited benefits, difficulties, 
and recommendations when adopting modularity in 
design were identified. These findings are presented in the 
following sections.

4.1. Benefits of design modularity in the auto industry
Firstly, the identified benefits for automakers are:

•	 Reduction of product specifications and tasks 
complexity (POLITZE; DIERSSEN; WEGENER, 
2012; CHRISTENSEN, 2011; BONJOUR; 
MICAELLI, 2010; CAUCHICK MIGUEL; 
CABRAL NETTO; MARIOKA, 2009) through 
the partition of them along developed product 
components (modules). This simplifies and facilitates 
the comprehension about product specifications;

•	 Higher customization possibility, flexibility, 
variety and adjusting product and components 
use according to consumer needs and/or desires 
(CARVALHO et al., 2012; PARALIKAS et al., 
2011; RAY; RAY, 2011; CHRISTENSEN, 2011; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL; HSUAN, 2010; WANG; 
KIMBLE, 2010; PANDREMENOS et al., 2009; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL; CABRAL NETTO; 
MARIOKA, 2009; CARDOSO; KISTMANN, 2008; 
MACHADO; MORAES, 2008; ORSATO; WELLS, 
2007; JACOBS; VICKERY; DROGE, 2007). The 
authors state that modularity enables to increase 
customization and provides greater product variety 
to consumers and customers;

•	 Reduct ion in  product  development  t ime 
(ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011a, b; CARNEVALLI; 
VARANDAS JÚNIOR; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2011;  OH; RHEE, 2010;  CARNEVALLI; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2009; JACOBS; VICKERY; 
DROGE, 2007). Although studies do not quantify 
how much is time reduction, the literature reports 
successful cases and suggests that adopting design 
modularity enables a faster development, since 
the manufacturing of components can be done 
simultaneously; 

•	 Product development costs and resources reduction 
and quality increase (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b; 
RAY; RAY, 2011; MAHMOUD-JOUINI; LENFLE, 
2010; OH; RHEE, 2010; SANTOS; FORCELLINI, 
2009; JACOBS; VICKERY; DROGE, 2007; 
DORAN et al., 2007). However, Carnevalli, 

Varandas Júnior and Cauchick Miguel (2011) report 
that the required resources to develop the project have 
not lead necessarily to a large costs reduction because 
these costs are included in the values charged by 
the suppliers responsible for each module. Because 
this is a tangible benefit, there is an opportunity 
to quantify this reduction through quantitative 
economic models, for example.

The following benefits were identified for suppliers:
•	 Suppliers become more specialized in manufacturing 

components and parts (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 
2011b; MONDRAGON et al., 2009): with the 
modules division, suppliers have the opportunity of 
specializing in components that they are responsible. 
In fact, automotive industry suppliers are becoming 
specialists (MONDRAGON et al., 2009). Besides 
facilitating the division of labor, this can enable 
innovation and competitive advantage not only 
to suppliers but also to automakers, i.e. there is a 
mutual benefit;

•	 There are more independent and influent 
suppliers in the product development, since its 
conception (RODRIGUES; CARNEVALLI; 
CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2012; ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 
2011a, b; CERRA; MAIA; ALVES FILHO, 
2011; SALERNO et al., 2009; RODRIGUES; 
CARNEVALLI; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2009; 
SACOMANO NETO; TRUZZI, 2009; MELLO; 
MARX, 2007a, b; ORSATO; WELLS, 2007). In 
addition, there is higher participation in modular 
design (RODRIGUES; CARNEVALLI; CAUCHICK 
MIGUEL, 2012; PRIETO; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2011; CERRA; MAIA; ALVES FILHO, 2011). 
When partitioning the product in different modules, 
suppliers have an increased degree of autonomy in 
developing products. It is important to point out that, 
in general, automakers still have control of all design 
specifications;

•	 Suppliers in a modular maturity degree have more 
potential in adding value to automakers and their 
business through constant competitive advantages 
generation, contribution and commitment to product 
“customization” (PRIETO; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2011). This can also enable long-term contracts 
and improving and strengthening the relationship 
between OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) 
and suppliers. In addition, there is a possibility of 
higher information sharing and learning with the 
automaker (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b).

4.2. Difficulties in adopting design modularity
The main difficulties adopting design modularity in the 

automotive industry were also raised. To automakers the 
difficulties are:
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•	 Excessive component outsourcing (ZIRPOLI; 
BECKER, 2011a, b). Transferring responsibilities 
to suppliers brought issues in developing new 
products since there was a control loss on product 
specifications by OEMs (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 
2011a, b). Corroborating this argument, Carnevalli, 
Varandas Júnior and Cauchick Miguel (2011) 
reported module knowledge migration to suppliers, 
i.e. they began to take over key decisions in new 
product development because they became the main 
responsible for modules;

•	 Increased dependence on suppliers (RODRIGUES; 
CARNEVALLI; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 2012; 
ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b; CARNEVALLI; 
VARANDAS JÚNIOR; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2011), which can cause difficulties in productive and 
organizational processes according to the relationship 
between automaker and suppliers. Furthermore, 
many defined specifications during pre-product 
development will only be observed and tested after 
components assembly, which can generate high costs 
(even recalls depending on the issue) in case of non-
compliance and/or inconsistency in full assembled 
product (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b);

•	 OEMs engineers  might  s tagnate or  even 
lose their knowledge during the components 
development, as suppliers become experts and 
deepens to generate improvements in them 
(RODRIGUES; CARNEVALLI; CAUCHICK 
MIGUEL, 2012; ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011a, b; 
PANDREMENOS et al., 2009). In a case study in 
a European automaker, Zirpoli and Becker (2011a) 
reported that the company had lost the competence 
of design some product components (panels, 
suspension and safety system). This is an example 
that demonstrates such difficulty;

•	 Product modularity is not suitable to solve 
performance issues in product (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 
2011a, b). The fact that the product is developed by 
modules contributes for the responsibility division in 
components assembly. However, ensuring effective 
assembly does not imply necessarily that the 
product as a whole will have the same effectiveness 
(ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b). This occurs because 
modules integration influences one another. Thus, 
it emphasizes the need to identify the product 
performance tradeoffs, as reported in literature (e.g. 
ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011a);

•	 Complete vehicle redesign is necessary to fully explore 
modularity benefits, which takes time and additional 
product development costs (PANDREMENOS et al., 
2009). An example of this difficulty is reported in 
Rodrigues, Carnevalli and Cauchick Miguel (2009), 

where a new truck needed a complete new cabin, 
engine and suspension to enable the project.

The following difficulties were identified for suppliers:
•	 Larger needs and efforts to adequate their (productive 

and organizational) processes to adaptation 
towards design modularity (CARNEVALLI; 
VARANDAS JÚNIOR; CAUCHICK MIGUEL, 
2011). In general, automakers have more adequacy 
conditions to modularity actions, being suppliers the 
ones that need more efforts to adapt;

•	 Suppliers may also have a dependency relationship 
with automakers as they can have full control 
of projects (CERRA; MAIA; ALVES FILHO, 
2011; MELLO; MARX, 2007a, b) and define 
the involvement degree of suppliers in design 
(SALERNO et al., 2009). This can cause restrictions 
and limitations to suppliers during modules 
development, which can difficult search for 
innovation in components - from suppliers;

•	 Excessive autonomy due to specialization can bring 
difficulties in the relationship with the OEM, since 
it does not have much interest in implementing 
technologies which they do not fully understand 
(MONDRAGON et al., 2009). Again, suppliers have 
limitations about to propose and develop innovations 
beyond incremental if automakers do not understand 
clearly ideas offered by suppliers.

4.3. Literature recommendations regarding design 
modularity adoption

From the literature analysis, it was possible to observe 
some recommendations in the literature with regard to the 
adoption of design modularity in the automotive industry. 
Modular products manufacturers may develop ways to 
strengthen communications among modules development 
teams (LAU; YAM; TANG, 2011; PAN et al., 2007). Thus, 
the responsibility and transfer definition are improved as 
well as the relationship between OEMs and suppliers. 
Furthermore, it is necessary to define design activities 
clearly to separate which will be automaker and supplier 
responsibility (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011b). Moreover, 
due to increased product flexibility, additional efforts are 
needed to coordinate and manage modular components 
development (MIKKOLA, 2007). Another important feature 
in the product development concerns suppliers’ participation 
intensity. In locally conducted new product development 
projects, it was observed most influent suppliers during 
vehicle development in comparison to cars developed at 
the headquarters located abroad (SALERNO et al., 2009).

The connection between division of labor (“who does 
what?”) and knowledge (“who knows what?”) cannot 
simply be managed based on modular product architecture 
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(BRUSONI, 2005), i.e. it is a more complex activity. In 
addition, the management of each system individually does 
not imply that an effective vehicle integrated management 
will occur (ZIRPOLI; BECKER, 2011a). Regarding 
production systems aimed at enabling design modularity, 
they need to have flexibility to produce all variants required 
quickly (PARALIKAS et al., 2011). Aiming at achieving 
a higher customers satisfaction at a lower cost and to do it 
effectively, it is necessary a good tolerance management 
in place (PANDREMENOS et al., 2009) to provide 
standardized components and avoid excessive clearances 
and interferences, assembly inconsistency, etc., during 
product variants production. Regarding the impacts of 
design modularity in the supply chain, as in Lau, Yam and 
Tang (2007), it was not possible to find consensus in the 
literature about those effects.

Finally, it is important to seek innovation in modules 
that have higher perceived value according to customers 
and reuse modules that do not add value to the product 
(ROBERTSON; ULRICH, 1998). This can generate 
competitive advantage to OEMs and suppliers, because 
organizations will be strategically focused on their 
customers. Additionally, considering an operational 
viewpoint, reusing modules would minimize operational 
costs of manufactured components. However, it is important 
to point out that supply innovative proposals need to be 
understood by automakers. Otherwise, the actions might 
not become viable and attractive precisely for this reason 
(MONDRAGON et al., 2009). Having presented the results, 
the next section presents the conclusions of this study.

5. Conclusions
This study aimed to conduct a preliminary literature 

analysis on design modularity in automotive industry. 
Although this is the first part of an ongoing study, it was 
possible to identify a number of benefits and difficulties 
recently reported in the literature. Firstly, in the design point 
of view, modularity brings contributions mainly regarding to 
the possibility of fulfill market needs and expectations in a 
more agile and flexible manner. Moreover, modular product 
conception is facilitated through component sharing, 
simplifying the product and turning it less complex. This 
implies in contributions to product architecture knowledge.

Concerning research methodology in the publications, 
empirical investigations have gained more attention than 
conceptual studies. This means that the most recent interest 
is to investigate how modularity has been adopted within 
the industry context by conducting empirical studies. 
Nevertheless, single case studies are predominant, despite 
of their limitation due to their external validity. Positively, 
multiple case studies are also present in the publications. 
With regard to conceptual papers, most interest is to 
establish a framework for future empirical investigations.

In the automotive sector, benefits have been more 
exposed than difficulties. It is reported that OEMs have more 
benefits than suppliers, since the latter have more difficulties 
to adapt their organizational and productive processes 
towards design modularity. In general, automakers have 
benefits in product architecture and development, increasing 
flexibility and variety offering to customers, more intense 
relationship with suppliers (which also have benefits in this 
sense), and product development time and costs reduction 
(although there is no quantification in the literature of how 
much time is reduced). Suppliers can specialize and may 
contribute with modules innovation, establish long-term 
contracts with OEMs, have more autonomy in components 
development as well as and higher influence in developing 
product architecture since their pre-conception.

OEMs main difficulties concern loss of control 
regarding product specifications, which turns to be 
suppliers responsibility, bringing consequently larger 
suppliers dependence and more coordination demands to 
manage manufacturing activities. Suppliers have issues 
about increased responsibility in product development and 
innovation restrictions during the product development 
process, since automakers have control of most activities.

Recommendations for design modularity adoption in 
the auto industry involve aspects such as clearly define 
design and product activities, methods and tools to increase 
communication among teams (OEM and suppliers), seek 
innovation in the most relevant (according to customers) 
modules, and organize the production system to generate 
the variants needed.

It is expected that this study brings theoretical 
contributions with regard to benefits, difficulties and 
recommendations observed in literature when adopting 
design modularity in the automotive sector. Future 
research involves to develop a broader theoretical 
framework, considering the main influent aspects on vehicle 
development as well as to analyze empirically implications 
about the recommended actions in OEMs that adopt 
modularity. In addition, it is intended to enlarge the study 
to a more robust theoretical context, by considering papers 
on modularity in production and modularity in use in the 
automotive industry as well as the relationships among the 
various typologies of modularity.
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